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To The Honorable Senate ami House of Representatives

Pursuant to the provisions of section 4 of chapter 7 of the General
Laws, I hereby submit your honorable bodies the attached legislation
entitled “An Act Authorizing the Group Insurance Commission to
Transfer or Maintain Custody of its Special Claims or Rate
Stabilization Reserves Applicable to Group Life and Group Health
Insurance Policies”.

This legislation proposes that the Group Insurance Commission be
granted the authority to transfer the Special Claims Reserve or Rate
Stabilization Reserve, as it is commonly called, to a new insurance
carrier, or to the custody of the Commission to be invested by the
State Treasurer.

A Rate Stabilization Reserve is considered to be a sound insurance
accounting and rate-making practice by most insurance carriers in
that, if adequate, it provides a source of funds which acts as a cushion
against a miscalculated estimate of guaranteed premiums-rates
quoted to the policyholder. Such a reserve generally bears interest
which may, according to the terms of the policy, be added to increase
the reserve. Where such a reserve does not exist, renewal rates, or.
rates quoted to the Commission by a different insurance carrier
would be higher to provide for the absence of such an underwriting
risk depressant. Thus, where the insurance carrier possesses such a
reserve, his quoted renewal rates can be stabilized or held in check
from an otherwise increase by considering the use of the reserve in the
calculation of his rates.

During a competitive bidding process, it has been argued that the
ability of the incumbent carrier to consider the affirmative balance of
the Rate Stabilization Reserve when calculating his bid provides the
incumbent carrier with an advantage not available to the other
bidders.
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It the Commission possessed the statutory authority as proposed
by this bill, the Commission’s specifications could provide informa-
tion about this reserve which could then be calculated in the
quotation of all bidders thus removing any advantage which may be
solely with the incumbent carrier. In addition, the Commission’s
custody and control of this reserve in conjunction with the State
Treasurer, could yield a higher rate of investment return than that
offered by the insurance carrier with the further salutary effect upon
State costs.

Respectfully submitted

JOHN R. BUCKLEY
Secretary of Administration
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Seven

An Act authorizing the group insurance commission to

TRANSFER OR MAINTAIN CUSTODY OF ITS SPECIAL CLAIMS OR RATE

STABILIZATION RESERVES APPLICABLE TO GROUP LIFE AND GROUP
HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
Genera! Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Section 9 of chapter 32A of the General Laws, as most recently
2 amended by chapter 432 of the acts of 1971, is hereby amended by
3 adding the following paragraph:

4 Where the terms and conditions of a policy or policies of group
5 life and accidental death and dismemberment insurance and
6 group general or blanket hospital, surgical, medical, dental and
7 other health insurance as authorized by this chapter provide for
8 the establishment, revival or continuance of a special claims or
9 rale stabilization reserve customarily developed by an insurance

10 carrier on behalf of the commission from one or more periods of
11 experience accounting and therefore not classified under this
12 section as a dividend, its equivalent or other refund or rate credit,
13 the commission, upon conclusion of the period of the contract or
14 termination of such policy or policies, may transfer said reserve to
15 the new policy or policies with the same or different insurance
16 carrier or carriers. Alternatively, the commission may require the
17 transfer of such reserves to its own custody and control in which
18 event said reserves shall be deposited by the commission in the
19 trust fund established under section nine A and maintained
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20 separately as a special claims or rate stabilization reserve subject
21 to the conditions of investment and expenditure as provided in
n said section




